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Reading
1

Hi! My name is Alicia. This is my video about saving the world.
In the movies, superheroes save the world, but in the real world
normal people do it. They don’t climb skyscrapers or fly between
the clouds. They just seperate their trash. It is very simple. Use
recycling bins. Do it! Stop the land pollution! Be a superhero!

2
Hello again! Welcome to my channel. I’m Alicia. In this video, I’m
planting a tree with my brother, Erin. You can plant a tree like us!
It is easy and fun. Do it and change the world.

3

UNIT 9

Hi! I’m Alicia! I’m underwater today. I collect these plastic bags
because they harm the sea animals. We can’t live without
water. We all need it. Let’s save the seas and oceans together!

Test
1. Alicia makes videos about - - - Which of the following completes the
sentence?

3. Which of the following can be a good title for
the video 2?
A) Go Green!

A) noise pollution.

B) Let’s Reuse!

B) saving the environment.

C) Unplug and Stop the Damage

C) air pollution.

D) Don’t Harm Animals!

D) cutting down trees.
4. What is the main idea of video 3?
A) People shouldn’t waste energy.
B) People shouldn’t use plastic bags.
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D) People should use eco-friendly lightbulbs.
2. Which of the following is CORRECT?
A) Only superheroes can save the world.

5. Which of the following can replace with the
underlined phrase in the text?

B) People should climb skyscrapers to stop
pollution.

A) use a stainless lunch box

C) Alicia flies in the first video.

C) sort out their rubbish

D) People should recycle to save the world.

B) swap to a metal straw
D) drop litter on the Street
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C) People should save paper.

Writing
EXERCISE 1: Alicia makes a new video. Look at the pictures she uses in this video and write sentences using
should or shouldn’t.

1

e.g. People should use glass jars.

2

3

EXERCISE 2: Look at part A again. What do you think is the topic of Alicia’s new video?
																	
EXERCISE 3: Here are three questions Alicia answers in her fifth video. Fill in the blanks with the words in
the box and match the questions with their answers.
walk

Reduce

1. They are “
2. It is the increase of the
atmosphere.

”, “Reuse” and “Recycle”.
in Earth’s

3. First, we should stop
energy.
Secondly, we should grow more plants to reduce
the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
4. People should
5. We should
when we don’t use them.

or bike.

wasting

unplug

?
a. What is global warming
stop global
 hat can we do to help
b. W
warming?
c. What are the 3 R rules?
stop wasting
d. What should we do to
energy?
people use for
e. Which methods should
short distances?

the electronic devices
1

2

3

4

5
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